Interference between processes executing on shared hardware can be used to mount performance-degradation attacks. However, in most cases, such attacks offer little benefit for the adversary. In this paper, we demonstrate that software-based performancedegradation attacks can be used to amplify side-channel leaks, enabling the adversary to increase both the amount and the quality of information captured.
INTRODUCTION
Executing multiple clients' workloads on a single hardware platform can help achieve high resource utilisation. A consequence of this resource sharing is that workloads of different clients can interfere with each other due to shared-resource contention [53, 54] .
Malicious clients can exploit this interference to mount performance-degradation attacks against co-resident clients [13, 17, 33, 43] . Fortunately, such attacks have a limited usability. In most cases, the attacker does not gain any direct benefit from the attack. The main benefit an attacker gets from mounting a performance-degradation attack is harming the victim. An excepPermission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). tion is the attack of Varadarajan et al. [48] , in which the attack frees resources for the attacker's use by forcing the victim to wait on other resources.
In this paper we investigate the use of performance-degradation attacks to amplify side-channel attacks. Slower encryption provides the adversary with more opportunities for collecting sidechannel information [50] . Hence, actively slowing the victim down carries the promise of better side-channel attacks. This concept has been used in power analysis attacks which reduce the clock frequency to achieve a better signal acquisition [27, 37] . Gruss et al. [14] demonstrate that performance-degradation attacks can slow encryption down and speculate on possible benefits for sidechannel attack. However, they do not demonstrate that the attack indeed improves the side channel and the benefits for an adversary remain unclear. This work is the first to demonstrate that performance-degradation attacks can amplify side-channel information and provide tangible benefits to the adversary.
More specifically, we identify a new information leak in the OpenSSL implementation of ECDSA with the secp256k1 curve and use it to extend the attack of Van de Pol et al. [42] . In a nutshell, Van de Pol et al. [42] trace the use of point addition and point doubling used throughout the scalar multiplication of ECDSA signature generation. From this sequence, they infer information on the ephemeral key used for the signature. The long term private key is then reconstructed from the information collected from multiple signatures by using a lattice attack.
We identify that tracing point inversions can increase the amount of information collected on each ephemeral key, potentially reducing the number of signatures required for breaking the key. However, tracing point inversions introduces two formidable problems: (1) due to the high resolution required, there is a high probability of missing point inversions; (2) adding the trace for point inversions increases the number of memory locations we trace, limiting the applicability of the attack.
To overcome these limitations, we apply a performancedegradation attack against the scalar multiplication code. We repeatedly evict parts of the victim's code from the cache, slowing elliptic group operations by a factor of over 40, and the scalar multiplication by a factor of 32, allowing a virtually error-free trace of the curve operations sequence. By using this technique, we can break the private key of the secp256k1 curve used in Bitcoin after observing as few as 6 signatures.
To further our understanding of the attack we study the performance-degradation and the side-channel attacks independently of each other. We demonstrate that strategically evicting code from the cache can slow programs down by a factor of over 150, with a mean slow-down factor of 18 over the integer SPEC 2006 [18] benchmarks and 15 over the floating-point benchmarks.
We also analyse the FLUSH+RELOAD side-channel attack [15, 56] . We demonstrate that the attack has a maximum resolution which depends on the number of memory locations it attempts to probe. We further show a relationship between the resolution of events in the victim and the likelihood of the attacker missing an event.
The contributions of this paper are:
• We investigate the cache-eviction performance-degradation attack and demonstrate that it is about 8 times more potent than previously disclosed attacks. (Section 4) • We analyse the FLUSH+RELOAD attack, identifying the tradeoffs between the attack resolution, the number of memory locations monitored and the probability of missing a monitored events. (Section 5) • We identify point inversions as a new source of leaked information in the implementation of ECDSA over prime fields in OpenSSL and show how to exploit this information. (Section 6) • We use the performance-degradation attack to amplify the side channel, allowing an attacker to observe the leaked information. The combined attack requires roughly a quarter of observed signatures compared to any prior attack. (Section 7)
2. BACKGROUND
The Memory Hierarchy
The cache is part of the memory hierarchy that exploits the spatial and temporal locality of memory access to bridge the performance gap between the fast processor and the slower memory. Modern processors feature a hierarchy of caches, with higher-level caches, which are closer to the processor core, being smaller but faster than lower-level caches, which are closer to the main memory. In recent Intel architecture, there are, typically, three levels of cache. Each core has two levels of caches, called the L1 and L2 caches. The cores share access to a larger Last-Level Cache (LLC).
To exploit spatial locality, caches are organised in fixed-size lines, which are the units of allocation and transfer of data in the memory hierarchy. When the processor needs to access a memory address, it first checks if the line containing the address is cached in the top-level L1 cache. In a cache hit, the data is served from a copy of the data in the cache. Otherwise, in a cache miss, the processor repeats the search for the line in the next lower level in the memory hierarchy. When the line is found, the processor stores its contents in the cache, reducing the time required for accessing it in the near future. See [39, Ch. 8] for a good overview of caching in computer architecture.
Modern caches are typically set associative. A set associative cache is divided into multiple sets, each consisting of multiple ways. Each memory line is mapped to a single cache set. The memory line can only be cached in the set it is mapped to, but can be cached in any of the ways of the set. Typically, the set a memory line maps to is determined by a sequence of bits in the physical address of the memory line. However, the LLC in modern Intel processor uses a more complex hash function to determine the mapping [20, 29, 57] .
Several cache optimisations result in memory lines being brought to the cache without the code accessing data in these lines. In the Intel architecture, the spatial prefetcher pairs consecutive memory lines and attempts to fetch the pair of a missed line [21] . Another optimisation is to detect sequences of accesses to consecutive memory addresses and prefetch memory lines that the processor anticipates may be required [21] . A third optimisation is speculative execution, where the processor attempts to follow both paths of a conditional branch before the branch condition is evaluated [47] , bringing the code of both paths into the cache.
When multiple programs share the same cache, one program's use of the cache may evict another program's data from the cache, which due to the timing difference between cache hits and cache misses may create noticeable timing variations in the sharing programs. These timing variations have been used to mount sidechannel attacks [1, 5, 26, 38, 40, 44, 58] .
The Flush+Reload Attack
FLUSH+RELOAD [56] is a cache-based side-channel attack technique. Unlike other techniques, which infer the memory lines the victim accesses based on activity in cache sets, FLUSH+RE-LOAD positively identifies access to memory lines, giving it high accuracy, high signal to noise ratio and high resolution. The attack has been used in various settings, including between nontrusting processes, between isolated containers and across virtual machines and has been shown to be effective against multiple algorithms [3, 14, 22, 23, 42, 55, 59] .
FLUSH+RELOAD relies on memory sharing between the victim and the adversary. Such sharing could be achieved via the use of shared libraries or using page de-duplication [2, 49] . To identify victim access to a shared memory line, the adversary flushes or evicts the memory line from the cache, waits a bit and then measures the time it takes to reload the memory line. If the victim accesses the line during the wait, the line will be cached and the reload will retrieve it from the cache. Otherwise, the line will not be cached and reloading will have to retrieve it from the main memory. As retrieving the line from the memory takes longer than accessing a cached copy, the adversary can distinguish between the two options and identify whether the victim has accessed the line during the wait.
The FLUSH+RELOAD attack needs processor support for evicting memory lines from the cache. So far, all published reports of the attack use the clflush instructions of the x86 and x86-64 instruction sets. In those instruction sets, clflush is an unprivileged instruction, which every process can use.
Gruss et al. [14] suggest a variant of FLUSH+RELOAD, called EVICT+RELOAD, which does not require a specific instruction for evicting the memory line. Instead, they evict the victim memory line by accessing a number of memory lines that map to the same cache set as the victim line. Evicting the victim memory line using this technique takes significantly longer than using the clflush instruction. (325 cycles compared with 41 for clflush.) Furthermore, the eviction may fail, resulting in a false positive.
Both FLUSH+RELOAD and EVICT+RELOAD need to evict the victim cache line from all of the caches that the victim uses. When the victim and the adversary do not execute on the same core, they do not share the L1 and L2 caches. In this case, the attack relies on the inclusion property of the LLC. The contents of an inclusive cache is a superset of the contents of all higher level caches. To maintain the inclusion property, when a memory line is evicted from the LLC, the processor also evicts it from all of the L1 and L2 caches above it. All of the published attacks run on Intel processors, which use inclusive LLCs. Yarom and Falkner [56] report that the FLUSH+RELOAD attack does not work on AMD processors due to their non-inclusive LLCs.
Related Work
Several works have investigated performance-degradation attacks by co-located adversaries. Grunwald and Ghiasi [13] implement two attacks against Intel HyperThreading (HT), a Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) technique. The first attack uses denormalised floating point numbers [12] , which flush the instruction pipeline of the Pentium 4 processor used. The second attack uses self-modifying code, which results in flushing both the pipeline and the processor's trace cache. To test the attack, they use a computebound victim which repeatedly calculates the MD5 hash. The victim is slowed by about 120% with the first attack and by a factor of 20 with the second.
Heat stroke [17] is a performance-degradation attack that exploits the thermal management of the processor chip. Certain components of the chip tend to overheat when experiencing high utilisation, forcing the processor to reduce the utilisation of the hot components until they cool down. The authors use a simulated multi-threaded processor to test the attack. The adversary generates many register accesses causing overheating in the shared register file. The processor responds to overheating by slowing access to the register file. The attack achieves a mean slow down by a factor of 8 over the SPEC 2000 benchmark suite.
Matthews et al. [28] compare the performance isolation properties of virtualisation. They implement multiple adversaries, each attempting to monopolise a system resource. The main finding is that OS-level virtualisation (e.g. Solaris containers) provides less isolation than system-level hypervisors such as VMware or Xen. In particular, it performs poorly under memory or process number pressure. Other than that, all systems at most experience minor interference.
Moscibroda and Mutlu [33] note that the scheduling policy of memory banks favours requests for the currently open DRAM row. Consequently, an adversary that issues many requests to the same row can cause memory-access delays for programs that access the same DRAM bank. These delays can slow the victim down by a factor of 2.9 for one adversary and up to a factor of 4 for multiple adversaries. The suggested fix is to change the DRAM scheduling algorithm.
Woo and Lee [52] investigate attacks against a shared LLC. The attacks aim to evict entries from the LLC and rely on the LLC inclusiveness to also evict data from the victim L1. Two forms of attack are suggested and are tested using a simulator-no tests on a real processor are performed. Attacks using load instructions slow victims down by 50% on average, with a maximum slowdown of 100%. (The amount of degradation is estimated from the graphs provided due to the absence of exact figures.) The second form of attack uses atomic instructions which lock access to the bus. The mean slowdown with this attack is by a factor of 5, with a maximum slowdown factor of 10.
Another LLC monopolising attack is suggested by Weng et al. [51] which demonstrate a significant performance drop in co-resident VMs. The paper does not present exact figures, but judging from the supplied graphs, the performance seems to drop by about 30%. As a countermeasure, Weng et al. [51] suggest not scheduling non-trusting VMs concurrently on the same processor package.
Cardenas and Boppana [7] also use an adversary that tries to monopolise the LLC. The attack reduces the performance of the victim by 50% with a single attacking thread and up to 75% with multiple threads. Based on the observation that the adversary also suffers LLC misses, the paper suggests using the performance management unit (PMU) to identify the adversary and eventually mitigate the attack. We note that because our adversary does not suffer cache misses, this mitigation does not apply to the attack we present.
Richter et al. [43] investigate multiple techniques for degrading the performance of a shared PCI bus. They show that when I/O virtualisation is used, a malicious VM can cause a drop of 27% in TCP throughput. With multiple attackers the drop reaches 35%.
Swiper [8] generates adversarial I/O workload to slow a target application down, achieving a reduction of up to 31% in the throughput of Web and media servers.
In all the systems described above, the only motivation for adversarial behaviour is the damage it causes to the victim. Performance degradation attacks are therefore a form of vandalism, whose only benefit is harming the victim. Varadarajan et al. [48] is the only prior work to offer direct benefits to the adversary. The resource freeing attack suggested uses a performance-degradation attack to slow a victim down. The adversary can then benefit from the victim slow down by using resources that the victim would otherwise use. The paper demonstrates how increasing the load on the victim gives the adversary a 60% performance boost.
Gruss et al. [14] suggest using repeated cache evictions to slow encryption down. They demonstrate a slowdown of AES encryption from 320 cycles to up to 20,000 cycles, and speculate that this may be used to perform a trace-driven attack using FLUSH+RE-LOAD. No further analysis is provided and given our analysis of the FLUSH+RELOAD attack (Section 5) it is not clear how much information an adversary can collect using FLUSH+RELOAD during 20,000 cycles.
Walter [50] demonstrates that longer keys are more vulnerable to side channel attacks than shorter keys because the operations on longer keys are slower. He does not, however, suggest slowing encryption to amplify the side channel.
Örs et al. [37] and Mangard et al. [27] reduce the hardware clock speed to improve the results of power analysis of ASIC-based AES implementations. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has demonstrated the use of software-based performance degradation to improve side-channel attacks.
Recently, Pereida et al. [41] published an attack on OpenSSL DSA. They use our performance-degradation technique to amplify the side-channel information leaked from the OpenSSL implementation of modular exponentiation. Their work demonstrates that the utility of our work extends beyond the examples given in this paper.
THREAT MODEL
In the attack scenario, the adversary executes code concurrently with victim code on the same hardware. This scenario is common in multi-user operating systems and in virtualised environments. The operating system or the hypervisor prevent the adversary from accessing the victim's data.
We assume that the system supports a form of read-only sharing between the adversary and the victim. This sharing could be based on file mapping, e.g. shared libraries, or it can be based on coalescing identical contents through memory de-duplication. Memory de-duplication is known to be vulnerable to side-channel attacks [46] , and is one of the requirements for the FLUSH+RELOAD attack [56] . We show that it also enables performance-degradation attacks. Like the FLUSH+RELOAD attack, we also assume a shared inclusive LLC and require an efficient method of evicting memory lines from the cache.
A PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION AT-TACK
The performance-degradation attack we describe is based on the observation that programs tend to spend a significant part of their execution within a small "hot" section of the program code. Under normal execution, the frequently executed code is in the processor cache, hence access to it is fast.
If the memory that contains the hot code is shared between the adversary and the victim, the adversary can evict memory lines that contain that code from the last-level cache. This forces the victim to wait until the processor loads the code from the memory, introducing delays to the victim's process. Repeatedly evicting the hot code would negate the performance benefits of the cache, slowing the victim down.
The amount of slowdown depends primarily on the difference between the latencies of the cache and the memory. We measure the time it takes to load data from the L1 cache and from memory on an HP Elite 8300 running CentOS 6.5. (Intel i5-3470 processor, running at 3.2 GHz, with 8 GiB of DDR3-1600 CL-11 memory.) Figure 1 shows the distribution over 100,000 measurements. As we can see, virtually all loads from the L1 cache take 48 cycles. Over 98% of the loads from the memory take between 280 and 290 cycles, with the rest spread over the interval 250-1200 cycles.
In addition to data access latency, the measurements include the overhead of the measurement code. Due to optimisations, such as instruction pipelining and reordering, parallel use of multiple functional units and data prefetching, we cannot measure this overhead. Given that the L1 cache latency is 4 cycles [21] , we can conclude that the memory latency is around 240 cycles.
To measure the effects of the attack, we test it with the SPEC CPU 2006 [18] benchmark suite. To generate a baseline performance measurement, we pin the SPEC benchmarks to one core and run them on an otherwise idle machine. The measurements follow the SPEC reporting guidelines. In particular, we use the SPEC ref workload, and for each benchmark we use the median time of three runs.
We then measure the performance of the benchmark under the attack. We measure under two scenarios-with a single attacking thread and with three attacking threads running in parallel. To avoid affecting the SPEC benchmark through time sharing, we pin the SPEC benchmarks and the attacking threads, each to a separate core. As in the baseline case, the machine is otherwise idle.
To apply the attack, we need to identify the hot sections of each of the SPEC benchmarks. One possible way of doing that is to read and understand the code of each benchmark and use that understanding to identify frequently used code sections. However, due to the size of the code base, such an approach would require significant effort and is prone to errors due to limited understanding of the code [45] .
Instead, we use automatic tools for analysing the SPEC benchmarks. We build the SPEC benchmarks with instrumentation for collecting code-coverage information. We then use the program gcov to find out which source lines are the most frequently executed. Our attack targets this code.
Because the instrumentation skews the performance of the program, we do not use the instrumented binaries for the performance testing. Instead, we build optimised SPEC benchmarks with debugging symbols and use the these debugging symbols to find the memory addresses corresponding to the lines identified through code coverage. The result of this process is a list of candidate memory lines for the attack. We note that debugging symbols are not loaded into memory when the program executes and do not affect its performance.
Usually, to achieve an efficient attack, we cannot use all the candidate memory lines. The reason being that evicting a line from the cache takes time. If we try to evict too many memory lines, we reduce the frequency of evicting each of the lines. Hence lines stay longer in the cache, allowing the victim to benefit from faster access to them. With cache eviction taking around 70 cycles and memory access around 240, we should be able to evict three lines from memory before the first is reloaded. Hence, in our settings, evicting more than three cache lines in a single attacking thread reduces the efficiency of the attack.
To implement an efficient attack we therefore need to select a small number of the candidate memory lines identified above. A naïve approach is to pick memory lines corresponding to the most frequently accessed source lines. Such an approach, however, does not guarantee the most efficient attack, mostly due to the effects of optimisations, both at the compiler level and at the processor level.
Instead of attempting to accurately predict the best memory lines to use for the attack, we test the efficiency of the attack with several different selections of candidate memory lines. The results we report are for the selection that produced the most effective attack. We acknowledge that other selections may produce more effective attacks. Hence the results below may understate the strength of the attack. These results are visualised in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Detailed timing for the SPEC benchmarks are shown in Table 1 . As the results show, a single attacking thread reduces the mean execution speed to about a quarter of the normal speed, whereas three threads have a mean slowdown by a factor of 15-18. However, there is a large variance in the effectiveness of the attack. The effective slowdown with one attacker ranges from 4% (namd) to 2,279% (calculix). For three attackers the range is even bigger. namd is hardly affected whereas calculix is over 150 times slower under the attack.
The attack is less effective on namd and zeusmp because both benchmarks do not have a tight internal loop. Instead, the internal loops in these benchmarks span a relatively large amount of code. For example, the main loop in namd contains 256 lines of C++ code, which span over 93 memory lines. The attack only evicts a small fraction of this code, so the overall performance hit is very small.
Considering that memory accesses are 60 times slower than cache accesses, the results for hmmer and calculix are surprising. The observed slowdowns by factors of 145 and 156, respectively, are much larger than would be expected from the cache vs. memory speed difference. We speculate that the reason for this slowdown is the interaction of instruction fetching with the cache. Under normal circumstances the processor fetches instructions in batches of up to five instructions. While each of these fetches takes four cycles, they execute in parallel, achieving a rate of one batch per cycle [10] . If the attack is very efficient, the targeted cache line could be evicted after fetching only one batch, potentially reducing the performance by a factor of 240.
Unlike previous microarchitectural performance-degradation attacks, which affect all of the programs that use a microarchitectural component, the attack is very specific. It only targets programs that use specific code segments.
The rest of this paper describes how we exploit this property of the attack.
LIMITATIONS OF THE FLUSH+RE-LOAD ATTACK
To better understand why slowing down victims can potentially allow the adversary to improve side-channel attacks, we first study the FLUSH+RELOAD attack to see what limits its accuracy and resolution. Our focus is on asynchronous attacks, i.e. on attacks in which the adversary executes concurrently with the victim. Typically, the adversary divides time into fixed length slots. At the start of a time slot, the monitored memory line is flushed from the cache hierarchy. The adversary, then, waits to allow the victim time to access the memory line. At the end of the slot, the adversary reloads the memory line, measuring the time to load it. If the victim accesses the memory line during the wait, the line will be available in the cache and the reload operation will take a short time. If, on the other hand, the victim has not accessed the memory line, the line will need to be brought from memory and the reload will take significantly longer. Figure 4 (A) and (B) show the timing of the attack phases without and with victim access.
The length of the time slot determines the granularity of the attack. The adversary cannot distinguish between multiple victim accesses to the probed memory line if they all occur within the same time slot. Consequently, a shorter time slot allows for a higher attack resolution. However, because the flush and reload operations are not instantaneous, they pose a lower bound on the length of the slot. This lower bound may be more significant when the adversary needs to monitor multiple lines, in which case the slot cannot be shorter than the time required for flushing and reloading all of the probed memory lines.
Another factor that limits the slot size is the probability of missing a victim access due to overlap. In an asynchronous attack, the victim operates independently of the adversary. As such, victim access to a memory location can occur at the same time the adversary reloads the location to test if it is cached, depicted in Figure 5 (A).
In such a case, the victim access will not trigger a cache fill. Instead, the victim will use the cached data from the reload phase. Consequently, the adversary will miss the access. A similar scenario occurs when the reload operation partially overlaps the victim access. In this case, depicted in Figure 5 (B), the reload phase starts while the victim is waiting for the data. The reload benefits from the victim access and terminates faster than if the data has to be loaded from memory. However, the timing may still be longer than a load from the cache. Whether the adversary recognises a partial overlap as a read from the cache or from memory depends on the time difference between the start of the victim access and the start of the adversary reload.
As we can see, there is a short overlap period that starts a bit before the adversary probe and ends when the adversary evicts the monitored line from the cache. Victim accesses to the monitored cache line during the overlap period are missed by the adversary. Because the victim access time is independent of the adversary probe, we can expect that the probability of a miss would be the ratio between the length of the overlap period and the interval between adversary probes.
To validate this expectation we measure the miss rate with different slot sizes. We run an adversary program that monitors a memory line at a fixed rate. In parallel, we run a victim program that accesses the monitored memory line 10,000 times, and count how many of these 10,000 accesses our adversary misses. Table 2 summarises the results.
We can now multiply the miss rate by the length of the slot to estimate the length of the overlap period. Figure 6 shows the estimated overlap period for each slot length. We can see that with a few outliers, due to noise, the estimated period is fairly stable. The average estimated period is 530 cycles. Figure 7 shows the overlap probability for each slot length along with the calculated value (530/slot).
A further aspect that affects the attack accuracy is operating system activity. The operating system may suspend the adversary execution to handle some system activity, such as a network or a timer interrupt. If the interruption is short enough to be wholly contained within a time slot, it will not affect the attack. If, however, the adversary is interrupted for a longer period, the adversary loses the ability to distinguish between and to order multiple events occurring during the interruption.
In our experience, shorter interruptions of about 5,000 cycles are quite common, occurring, on average, about 1,000 times per second. Longer interruptions of about 30,000 cycles or 9 µs occur at a rate of 50 per second. Significantly longer interruptions are possible when the operating system suspends the adversary in order to time-share the processor.
In summary, to achieve a high attack resolution, the adversary needs to use a short time slot. However, the length of the probe and the number of required probes present a lower limit on the slot length and, consequently, an upper limit on the attack resolution. Furthermore, the higher the attack resolution is the higher the probability of an error due to missing a victim access or being interrupted by the operating system is.
Several methods to overcome the large miss probability with short time slots have been suggested. Yarom and Falkner [56] monitor lines that are accessed in a loop. Their attack cannot distinguish between multiple consecutive accesses to the same line, but it can distinguish between periods of access and periods of no access to the line. Benger et al. [3] and Van de Pol et al. [42] monitor memory lines that contain a call instruction. Such lines are accessed twice, once before the call and once upon return. Depending on the execution time of the called function, this approach can ensure that at most one of the two accesses is missed.
While these techniques can reduce or eliminate the probability of missing a victim access, they are not always applicable. In such scenarios, slowing the victim down can increase the interval between victim accesses and allow reducing the miss probability by using longer time slots. We describe such a scenario in the following sections.
ATTACKING OPENSSL

ECDSA
The ElGamal Signature Scheme [9] is the basis of the US 1994 NIST standard, Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). The ECDSA is the adaptation of one step of the algorithm from the multiplicative group of a finite field to the group of points on an elliptic curve. The main benefit of using this group as opposed to the multiplicative group of a finite field is that smaller parameters can be used to achieve the same security level [24, 30] due to the fact that the current best known algorithms to solve the discrete logarithm problem in the finite field are sub-exponential and those used to solve the ECDLP are exponential -see Galbraith and Gaudry [11] and Koblitz and Menezes [25, Sec. [2] [3] for an overview of recent EC-DLP developments. Parameters: An elliptic curve E defined over a finite field Fq; a point G ∈ E of a large prime order n (generator of the group of points of order n). Parameters chosen as such are generally believed to offer a security level of √ n given current knowledge and technologies. Parameters are recommended to be generated following the Digital Signature Standard [36] . The field size q is usually taken to be a large odd prime or a power of 2. The implementation of OpenSSL uses both prime fields and q = 2 m ; the results in this paper relate to the former case. Public-Private Key pairs: The private key is an integer d, 1 < d < n − 1 and the public key is the point Q = dG. Calculating the private key from the public key requires solving the ECDLP, which is known to be hard in practice for correctly chosen parameters. Signing: Suppose Bob, with private-public key pair {dB, QB}, wishes to send a signed message m to Alice. He follows the following steps:
1. Using an approved hash algorithm, compute e = Hash(m), takeē to be the leftmost ℓ bits of e (where ℓ = min(log 2 (q), bitlength of the hash)). 2. Randomly select 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. 3. Compute the point (x, y) = kG ∈ E. 4. Take r = x mod n; if r = 0 then return to Step 2. 5. Compute s = k −1 (ē + rdB) mod n; if s = 0 then return to Step 2. 6. Bob sends (m, r, s) to Alice.
Verifying:
The message m is not necessarily encrypted, the contents may not be secret, but a valid signature gives Alice strong evidence that the message was indeed sent by Bob. She verifies that the message came from Bob by:
1. Checking that all received parameters are correct, that r, s ∈ [1, n − 1] and that Bob's public key is valid, that is QB ̸ = O and QB ∈ E is of order n. 2. Using the same hash function and method as above, computē e. 3. Computes = s −1 mod n. 4. Find the point (x, y) =ēsG + rsQB. 5. Verify that r = x mod n otherwise reject the signature.
Step 2 of the signing algorithm is of vital importance -inappropriate reuse of the random integer led to the highly publicised breaking of Sony PS3 implementation of ECDSA 1 . Knowledge of the random value k, a.k.a. the ephemeral key or the nonce, leads to knowledge of the secret key. All values (m, r, s) can be observed by an eavesdropper,ē can be found from m, r −1 mod n can be easily computed from n and r, and if k is discovered then an adversary can find Bob's secret key through the simple calculation dB = (sk −ē)r −1 .
Our attack targets
Step 3 of OpenSSL's ECDSA signing algorithm.
ECC in OpenSSL
For ECDSA signing, the performance-critical component is scalar multiplication (Step 3) that, for an ℓ-bit integer k computes
where ki denotes bit i of k. Two key avenues for improving the performance of this operation are using a low-weight representation for the scalar, coupled with a scalar multiplication algorithm that interleaves elliptic curve additions and doublings, both with a goal of reducing the number of group operations. What follows is a description of how OpenSSL carries out this computation. Scalar representation: The fact that group element inversion is cheap for elliptic curves makes signed representations for scalars a viable option: "subtraction of points on an elliptic curve is just as efficient as addition" [16, p. 98] . Generally, signed representations reduce the amount of needed precomputation by a factor of 2. A popular choice for ECC is Non-Adjacent Form (NAF) that, with a window width w represents k using digit set {0, ±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2 w−1 − 1)} with the property that all non-zero digits are separated by at least w − 1 zeros, leading to lower average weight than other representations (e.g. binary). The modified version mNAFw is otherwise the same but allows the most significant digit to violate the non-adjacent property if doing so decreases the length but keeps the same weight [32, Sec. 4.1] . It does so by applying the map 10 w−1 δ → 010 w−2δ if δ < 0 whereδ = δ + 2 w−1 in the most significant digits. Figure 8 illustrates the mNAFw algorithm. See function bn_compute_wNAF in crypto/bn/bn_intern.c for OpenSSL's implementation of this Figure 9 illustrates the algorithm that will perform ℓ point doublings and a number of point additions equaling the number of non-zero digits (minus the first point addition and plus the 2 w−2 − 1 point additions for ad hoc precomputation). Since point Q accumulates the partial scalar multiple, Q is termed the accumulator.
Attacking ECDSA
As mentioned, an attacker who knows the ephemeral key k used for a single signature (m, r, s) can obtain the secret key dB from a simple calculation. It turns out that knowing a few bits of the nonces for sufficiently many signatures allows an attacker to obtain the secret key as well. One option is to embed the information for various signatures into a lattice such that the solution to a geometric lattice problem corresponds to the secret key [19, 34, 35] .
But how does the attacker obtain any information on the ephemeral keys? As these keys are only used during the computation, a natural approach is to obtain this information through a side-channel attack. Unfortunately, using the side-channel described above to attack the wNAF implementation of the scalar multiplication does not directly reveal a fixed number of bits of every ephemeral key. This is due to the fact that the side-channel only reveals when the relevant operations take place, but in the case of an addition it does not show which value is being added. Previous works obtain information on the ephemeral key k from the double and add chains in different ways. L1 dcache targeting fixed lower bits: Brumley and Hakala [5] use the fact that the number of doubles after the last addition in the trace reveals an equal number of least significant bits of k: "From the side channel perspective, consecutive doublings allow inference of zero coefficients, and more than w point doublings reveals nontrivial zero coefficients" [5, Sec. 3.2] . They target signatures and traces that indicate a minimum of six zeros in the LSBs, in total requiring 2600 signatures and corresponding traces to recover the private key for curve secp160r1 with a lattice attack [5, Sec. 6] . LLC targeting variable lower bits: The numerous drawbacks of the previous attack include (1) discarding on average 1 − 2 −6 percent of the traces; (2) limiting to SMT architectures like Intel's HT; (3) rather noisy traces from the L1 data cache. Benger et al. [3] tackle all of these issues, while at the same time targeting the substantially larger and relevant curve secp256k1: "Prior work fixes a minimum value of [LSBs] and utilizes this single value in all equations . . . If we do this we would need to throw away [the majority] of the executions obtained. By maintaining full generality . . . we are able to utilize all information at our disposal" [3, Sec. 4] . As each trace reveals a different number of LSBs of the ephemeral key, they adjust the lattice problem accordingly and recover the private key with as little as 200 signatures and corresponding traces. However, to recover the private key with probability greater than 0.5, they require approximately 300 signatures. LLC targeting full traces: Subsequently, Van de Pol et al. [42] show how to use roughly half of the double and add chain for group orders of a special form, i.e., q = 2 n + ε where |ε| < 2 p for p ≪ n. It relies on the fact that the positions of adds in the chain reveal the positions of non-zero wNAF digits in the representation of k. Two adds are separated by at least w doubles, and every additional double reveals that the corresponding bits of k are repeating. However, a single bit of information is lost for every pair of consecutive nonzero wNAF digits, because these repeating bits of k are either zero or one depending on whether the second wNAF digit was positive or negative. Note that this method requires perfect traces, because each double is required to determine the bit position of the various additions. Therefore, whenever a double is missed, the whole trace preceding the missed double will produce inaccurate information, causing the subsequent lattice attack to fail.
Point Inversion: A New Leak
An implementation of scalar multiplication in Figure 9 requires accompanying control logic -in particular, to handle negative ki digits. We observe the following trends in open source elliptic curve libraries for inverting points. Invert on-the-fly: While the cost of elliptic curve point inversion can vary depending on the coordinate system choice, for many systems Fp curves require only a finite field negation, i.e. flipping the sign of the y-coordinate. In these cases, since point inversion is so light many implementations opt for on-the-fly inversion. That is, when ki < 0 compute Q := Q + −(kiP ) inverting kiP to a temporary variable immediately preceding the point addition function call. For example, this is the approach taken by Bitcoin's libsecp256k1 2 . Scalar multiplication function secp256k1_ecmult in src/ecmult_impl.h calls macro ECMULT_TABLE_GET_GE which, in the case of a negative digit, calls secp256k1_ge_neg in src/group_impl.h to negate the point operand. The advantage to this approach is that it requires marginal additional storage overhead, and the disadvantage is that the algorithm will eventually end up inverting the same point more than once -duplicating a previously computed value. Precompute inversions: As written, the precomputation table in Figure 9 requires storing 2 w−2 points. Another strategy is to double the size of the table and additionally store the inverses of the required points. Then for negative digits, compute Q := Q + (ki)P whereki is the table index for −ki. Normally this will be handled in the NAF coding itself by yielding e.g. indices (0, 1, 2, 3) corresponding to digits (1, 3, −3, −1). For example, this is the approach taken by NSS 3 -see scalar multiplication function ec_GFp_pt_mul_jm_wNAF in lib/freebl/ecl/ecp_jm.c. The advantage of this approach is that each point is only inverted a single time, and the disadvantage is that the required storage for the precomputation table doubles. Invert the accumulator: Similar to the invert on-the-fly approach but without requiring a temporary point, another strategy is to track the sign of the accumulator in a variable and invert the accumulator as needed preceding point additions. That is, if the sign of the accumulator matches the sign of the digit ki ̸ = 0, compute Q := Q + |ki|P ; otherwise Q := −Q + |ki|P , inverting the accumulator before the point addition function call. Finally, after all digits are processed set Q := −Q if the accumulator is in the inverted state. For example, this is the approach taken by OpenSSL -see scalar multiplication function ec_wNAF_mul in crypto/ec/ec_mult.c that calls EC_POINT_invert if precisely one of the following statements is true:
• the current (non-zero) digit is negative (variable is_neg);
• the accumulator is inverted (variable r_is_inverted).
All of the above approaches have potential side-channel issues -e.g. point inversion function calls dependent on secret sign bits or using secret digits as indices in memory-resident tables. We focus on the invert the accumulator approach since OpenSSL implements it. From the side-channel perspective, if we capture the sequence of elliptic curve point doublings, additions, and inversions for a particular k we can recover the signs of all non-zero ki digits as follows. Denote the n inversions by I1 . . . In for n > 1. Note that n is always even since the accumulator (Q) always starts and ends in the non-inverted state, and (for completeness) that if n = 0 then all digits are positive. The accumulator toggles to the inverted state at I1, then back to the non-inverted state at I2, and so on -i.e. the accumulator enters the inverted state at Ij for odd j and non-inverted state for even j. Hence:
1. All the additions before I1 correspond to positive digits. 2. For odd j, all the additions between Ij and Ij+1 correspond to negative digits. This is due to the fact that the sign of the accumulator agrees with the sign of the current digit for such additions. 3. Similarly for even j, all the additions between Ij and Ij+1 correspond to positive digits.
Exploiting the new leak
The improved side-channel described in this work allows us to determine whether the wNAF digits are positive or negative. This immediately gives one extra bit of information for each pair of consecutive adds in the top half of the double and add chain. Using the notation of Van de Pol et al. [42] , if there are two consecutive adds at positions m and m + l for p < m < n − l we can write
where 0 ≤ a < 2 n−m−l , 2 m−1 < c < 2 m+w − 2 m−1 , and b = 2 l−w if the second wNAF digit is positive or b = 2 l−w − 1 if it is negative. Now, if we define t = (r/s) · 2 n−m−l−1 mod q and u = (b + 1/2) · 2 n+w−l−1 − (h/s) · 2 n−m−l−1 mod q, it follows that |dB · t − u|q < q/2 l−w+2 , where |.|q is reduction mod q into the range [−q/2, q/2). Writing z = l − w + 1, each such triple (t, u, z) provides z bits of information about the secret key dB, but conversely increases the dimension of the closest vector problem in the lattice by one.
Given d triples (ti, ui, zi) such that vi = |dB · ti − ui|q < q/2 z i +1 , the secret key dB can now be obtained by constructing the following lattice problem: define a basis
where the columns give rise to a lattice L. Now consider the vector u = (2 z 1 +1 u1, . . . , 2 z d +1 u d , 0) and how close it lies to this lattice L. One lattice vector that is potentially close to u is Bx, where x = (λ1, . . . , λ d , dB), which means the difference vector is given by
It is now possible to choose the coefficients λi such that the ith element of the vector v has its elements within the range [−2 z i q, 2 z i q), which implies that the difference vector is then given by v = (2
. Due to the bounds on the vi coefficients, the norm of this difference vector can be bounded by q √ d + 1, whereas the volume of the lattice is given by
From the above argument we expect that, as i zi increases, the vector Bx becomes more and more likely to be the closest lattice vector to our target vector u. As a result, solving the closest vector problem on L with target vector u reveals the vectors v and x, both of which contain the key dB as its final coefficient. This can be either solved through the embedding technique using a Shortest Vector Problem (SVP) approximation algorithm or by solving the Closest Vector Problem (CVP) directly with a CVP solver. For more information, see Van de Pol et al. [42] .
To balance the hardness of the lattice problem with the information provided by the triples, we only used the 75 triples with the highest z-values which results in a lattice dimension of 76. Table 3 shows the result of this attack for a varying number of signatures. It was implemented using the fplll library 4 and executed on a single core of an Intel E5620 processor. Thus, given six error-free traces on different signatures allows an attacker to obtain the secret key in more than half the cases. 
AMPLIFICATION ATTACK
In the previous section, we identified a new leak in the OpenSSL implementation of ECDSA signing and analysed the leak under the assumption that the adversary can obtain a perfect trace of the victim's operations. In this section, we investigate the practical issues of obtaining perfect traces. We first look at why error-free traces are required for the attack. We proceed with describing how past research used the FLUSH+RELOAD attack to achieve a high probability of obtaining perfect traces. We then explain why these techniques are not sufficient when we want to capture inversions. We show that amplification allows us to overcome the limitations and demonstrate how to use it to obtain perfect traces.
The need for perfect traces
Suppose that the adversary manages to obtain an almost-perfect trace. That is, she knows the sequence of operations taken by the victim with the exception of a single error that causes it to either miss a double operation or add a spurious one. When inferring the positions of the non-zero wNAF digits, the error will propagate through the representation of the scalar, changing the position of all digits to the left of the error, which are the positions we use for the lattice attack. Consequently, the lattice attack will receive an erroneous input and will fail to find the key. Similarly, if the trace misses an inversion or contains a spurious one, the signs of any digit above the error locations are incorrect.
Even if the adversary knows or suspects that an error has occurred, correcting the error poses problems. If, for example, the adversary notes that the time between two operations in the trace is longer than expected, the adversary can suspect an error. However, because the victim may have been suspended while the processor executed some system function, the adversary cannot be certain that an error occurred.
The adversary could try to use known properties of perfect traces to identify and possibly correct errors in captured traces. However, there is very little information that the adversary can use. In particular, the adversary does not know for certain the number and position of point addition operations. She can detect, but not correct, errors like: (1) the number of point inversions must be even; (2) at least w point doublings must separate point additions. Finally, even though all the scalars used in the multiplication have the same bit length (due to a timing attack [6] resulting in CVE-2011-1945), the length of the wNAF representation may vary. For example, we look at the numbers 228 and 229. The binary representations of these is 11100100 and 11100101, i.e. both are 8 bit numbers. The 4-NAF representation of 228 is 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, −7, 0, 0. That is, 228 = 1 · 2 8 − 7 · 2 2 . The representation of 229 is 7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5 -229 = 7 · 2 5 + 5. Hence, while the bit length of both numbers is 8, the length of their 4-NAF representations are 9 and 6. Consequently, the number of double operations in the trace is not fixed.
As we can see, the effects of errors in the trace are not localised, errors are hard to detect, and are almost impossible to correct. Combined with the sensitivity of the lattice attack to errors, every small error in the captured trace significantly reduces the probability of attack success. In particular, unless the adversary can get enough error free traces, she will not be able to apply the attack.
Obtaining perfect traces
Van de Pol et al. [42] attack the same implementation that we target. Unlike us, they do not try to trace the accumulator inversions, focusing instead on add and double operations. They divide time into slots of 1,200 cycles and probe memory lines within the functions that implement the group add and group double operations. As Section 5 demonstrates, with slots of 1,200 cycles the expected miss rate is around 44%.
To reduce the miss probability, they choose memory lines that contain a call to a field multiplication operation. As discussed above, the victim accesses memory lines that contain a call twice; once when executing the call and once when the call returns. Because these two accesses are related, their times are not independent and the probability of missing each is not independent of each other. Consequently, they manage to reduce the number of capture errors to 1 in 1,000 group operations. With around 300 operations in trace, the probability of capturing an error-free trace is 58%.
For our attack, we need to further trace accumulator inversions along with group addition and double. While the group inversion code contains a call instruction, we cannot probe the memory line that contains it. The reason is that due to speculative execution, all of the code up to the call instruction is prefetched into the cache, even if the execution does not take the path. As a result, monitoring these memory lines would result in a large number of false positives. Therefore, we have to monitor memory lines that follow the call to the field negation, which do not contain additional call instructions.
In our environment (OpenSSL 1.0.2a running on an HP Elite 8300 running CentOS 6.5 64 bit), add operations take on average 3,223 cycles and double operations take 3,427 cycles. As Benger et al. [3] discuss, the maximum slot length we can use is about half the length of the operations, or 1,600 cycles. With these time slots, the probability of missing the victim access to the memory line in the inversion code is about 33%. With such an error probability, and an expected number of 25 inversions in each scalar multiplication, the probability of capturing a perfect trace is less than 1/25,000, which is way too low for a practical attack.
One possibility of reducing the miss probability when tracing accumulator inversions is to monitor two memory lines within the code. The scalar multiplication code in OpenSSL invokes the generic elliptic curve point inversion function EC_POINT_invert. The function invokes the curve-specific point inversion function, which in the case of the secp256k1 curve is ec_GFp_simple_invert. Said function invokes field subtraction (BN_usub) to negate the y component of the point. By probing the memory lines following the return of BN_usub and the return of ec_GFp_simple_invert we get the same effect as probing a memory line that contains a call instruction, with the adversary missing at most one of these accesses.
While this approach guarantees that the adversary does not miss accumulator inversions, it requires the adversary to monitor four memory lines: one in each of the double and add functions and two in the inversion functions. Each probe takes about 450 cycles, so probing four memory lines takes 1,800 cycles. When we set the slot size to 1,800 cycles, the traces loses accuracy because we can no longer determine the order of some of the operations in the sequence.
Increasing the slot length would allow us to consistently trace all accumulator inversions, however the speed of calculating the group addition and doubling limits the maximum slot length. To increase the limit, we can try slowing the group operations down.
A performance-degradation attack against OpenSSL
We use the performance-degradation attack to slow the group operations down. We target the bn_mul_mont function, which implements the field multiplication and square. We use one attacking thread and check the effect of repeatedly evicting three memory lines in the main loop of the function. Table 4 summarises the run time of the add and the double operations under the attack. As we can see, the attack slows the group add operation by a factor of 53 and the double operation by a factor of 41. With group operations taking over 100,000 cycles, we can safely increase the slot size and monitor the four memory lines required for obtaining the trace. We set the slot size to 17,000 cycles and captured 1,000 traces. Comparing the traces to the ground truth we find that only five of them show errors. Hence, our attack captures error-free traces almost every time. We can now use these traces with the lattice attack of Section 6, to break the long-term ECDSA key of the victim after observing as few as six signatures. Table 5 compares the results of this work with previous cachebased attacks on OpenSSL ECDSA. As we can see, the attack requires less than a quarter of the previous best attack. About half of this improvement is due to exploiting the leak of point inversion and the other half comes from the increased accuracy of observing the side-channel. Employing the performance-degradation attack to amplify the side-channel underpins both these improvements. 
OTHER CIPHERS
We have demonstrated the utility of the performance-degradation attack for amplifying the side-channel information leakage from the OpenSSL implementation of elliptic curves over prime fields. To demonstrate that the technique is likely to have more general applications, we measure the slowdown we achieve with several public-key ciphers. Table 6 provides a short summary of the results. More detailed results are available in Appendix A. As we can see, the attack is effective in slowing down all of the tested implementations. We can therefore use the attack to amplify side-channel leaks from these implementations.
We should note that the performance-degradation attack results do not imply that the cipher implementations are vulnerable to side-channel attacks. While we believe that most of the tested implementations may leak information under certain circumstances, we do not claim that all of these leaks are exploitable. Pereida et al. [41] use our performance-degradation technique for their attack on OpenSSL DSA. We leave exploiting other leaks to future work. 
CONCLUSION
Typical performance-degradation attacks usually do not provide any direct benefit to the attacker. Their main benefit is derived indirectly, through the damage they cause to the victim. In this paper we demonstrate that these attacks can offer tangible benefits to the attacker-they can be used to amplify a side-channel, allowing the attacker to receive more information through the channel than was otherwise possible.
To demonstrate side-channel amplification, we first investigate using cache evictions as a microarchitectural attack vector, showing that is over 8 times more potent than previously published attacks. We further identify a new information leak in the OpenSSL implementation of the ECDSA signature scheme. Lastly, we show how using the performance-degradation attack to amplify a cache side channel allows the attacker to exploit the information leak. Our combined attack allows the adversary to completely cryptanalyse the secp256k1 elliptic curve used in Bitcoin after observing the side channel over only 6 signatures, less than a quarter of any prior result. 
